Abstract-Even though both full-reference and no-reference image quality assessments are extensively applied to evaluate degraded images e.g. blurred, noised, compressed and distorted, few of them especially the no-reference species are suitable for image restoration. The goal of this work is to propose a no-reference quality assessment for defocus restoration. Because of that most optical systems have circular aperture, the defocusing is an isotropic filter to blur the edges. As a result， the change of edge location detected by Canny algorithm will be small after defocusing. Otherwise, smooth regions will be smoother after defocusing. Therefore, the locations of edges and smooth regions will not change. We get those invariant points from defocus image to form two point sets, one containing edge points, another containing the centers of smooth regions. The two point sets are used to form patches in restoration image, and image patch structure metric is proposed for those patches to score the local restoration quality. At last, the quality assessment for defocus restoration is modeled as an overall measure by all of the patches structure metric. Experiments on simulated defocus image and real defocus images are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of this assessment.
INTRODUCTION
Defocus is a wide problem during images acquisition such as an onboard image processing system, infrared imaging system when temperature change, real-time monitoring system etc. The defocusing shows low-pass characteristics that blur the acquired images. Many image processing techniques have been developed to restore the defocus image. However, defocus image restoration is a blind deconvolution problem. Therefore, the restoration image is always need human to judge whether good or bad. The goal of image quality assessment for restoration is to enable machine to make an objective judgment on the quality of a restoration that corresponds to a subjective evaluation of the same image by humans.
Whether full-reference [1, 2] or no-reference [3, 4] image quality assessments almost score images which are blurred, noised, compressed and distorted. Few of them are used to score restoration image, especially to no-reference quality assessment. Recently, Zuo [5] proposed a perceptual ringing metric to evaluate the quality of images restored. This metric only use ringing near boundary and edges to judge image quality. However, Li proposes three quantities as objective measures to aid in blind image quality assessment: edge sharpness level, random noise level and structural noise level [6] . The No-reference image assessment which only use of an edge sharpness metric may cause some images to receive disproportionately bad scores [7] . Therefore, a good quality assessment for restoration should not just focus on sharpness edges. Otherwise, different structure regions must have a uniform metric to yield an overall assessment reasonably. In this paper, we attempt to develop a quality assessment for defocus restoration referencing to the invariance between the defocus image and focus image. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates defocus models briefly. The proposed quality assessment for defocus restoration is introduced in section3. Section 4 shows experimental results with comparison and analysis. Finally, section 5 is devoted to conclusion.
II. DEFOCUS MODEL
The defocus process of imaging system is always modeled as a convolution of focus image and a space invariant point spread function (PSF). The degradation of defocus is ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) g x y f x y h x y n x y = ⊗ + ,
where g(x,y) is the defocus image, f(x,y) is the focused image, h(x,y) is the PSF of the defocus system, ⊗ is the convolution operator, and n(x,y) is the system noise. It can be seen that h(x,y) is the key attribution to image degradation. The accuracy of modeling h(x,y) leads to the quality of restoration. Until recently, models which are used to describe the PSF of defocus are usually based on geometrical optics, physical optics and Gaussian model.  Geometrical optics models optical system as a thin lens or a small hole and presumes light travels in straight line. This model's PSF are easy to generate by
where R is related to the distance of defocusing. Although usually the shape of aperture is circular, camera with iris diaphragm is regular polygon and some special optical system has complex sharp aperture [8, 9] . Geometrical PSF have been widely used in various application, but it cannot accurately describe the high frequency of real PSF. It ignores diffraction effect, especially for the infrared imaging system.  Physical optics considers the diffraction effect when light travels. The physical PSF is the inverse Fourier transform of the Optical Transfer Function (OTF) [10] . The OTF can be calculated by the generalized pupil function. According to circular aperture and free of any aberrations other than defocus, OTF is expressed by a one-dimensional function in the radial direction [11, 12] :
where λ is the wavelength of the light and λ Δ is a measure degree of defocus and it is define by
where d is the distance between the aperture and the focal plane, Z is the defocus distance, a is the radius of the exit pupil. Therefore, the physical PSF is the Fourier-Bessel transform of the OTF:
where F is the f number of optical system. Compared to the geometrical PSF, the physical PSF is more complicated and need more computations. Otherwise, considering the physical PSF depending on wavelength, this PSF model becomes awful under white light. Whether defocus image restoration using physical PSF must be better than using geometrical optics? Both Sezan [13] and Andreas [14] proposed the condition that using the physical PSF results in improved restorations and the condition that using the geometrical PSF isn't significant loss in the restoration quality.  Gaussian model can be considered by summing physical PSF at different wavelengths [15] . The physical PSF can produce rings which vary in amplitude, width and position with different wavelength. As wavelength varies these rings change position, so that the short wavelength light troughs become positioned over the long wavelength light peaks. Further, change in wavelength results in substantial changes in the amplitude of the various rings. Therefore, the sum of physical PSF at different wavelengths can be modeled as a 2D Gaussian function: where σ is assumed to be proportional to defocus distance.
The Gaussian model is generally used in depth from defocus [16] [17] [18] .
III. QUALITY ASSESSMENT FOR DEFOCUS RESTORATION
Although the sharp focus images usually isn't acquired for comparison with the restoration image, human always can make a subjective judgement on the quality of restoration images. It's because that human can deduce from the defocus image what a good restoration should like, such as sharper edges, fewer ringing artifacts, lower noise in smooth region and fewer changes of image structure. Therefore, the defocus image can provide some very important information to give a suitable judgement on restoration image. In other words, the restoration quality assessment for defocus image is not a complete no-reference quality assessment. Calling it half-reference quality assessment is more reasonable. It is also the result of that restoration of defocus is an ill-conditioned problem. The motivation of our quality assessment for defocus restoration is to extract some information from defocus image to judge the corresponding restoration image.
A. The character of defocus image
The defocusing shows low-pass characteristics that have a major impact on the high frequency of image. Therefore, defocusing has different influence on different structure regions such as:  Edge: the frequency spectrum of edge ranges from low frequency to high frequency. The defocusing will decrease high frequency and make low frequency passing, which changes the step edge to roof edge. Thus, the defocusing has a part of effect on edges.
 Smooth region: Because of the frequency spectrum only containing low frequency, the defocusing has little effect on edges.
 Texture: Haralick [19] considers a texture as an organised region phenomenon which can be decomposed into primitives having specific spatial distributions. Therefore, texture is usually considerer containing middle and high frequency. As a result, the defocusing has heavy influence on texture. From the above, edges and smooth region in defocus image contain more information about sharp focus image. They can be used for restoration quality assessment. Now consider whether there is invariance of edge after defocusing. Be aware of that no matter which model the PSF of defocus is based on, the PSF is circular symmetric. However, the strength and profile of edges after defocusing may be change, the ability to localize edge is unchanged. Therefore, we can use this unchanged to get some priors of focus image from defocus image. Edges in defocus image may be detected using one of many methods; in this work we use a Canny edge detection operator. The Canny edge detection algorithm's first step applies Gaussian filter to smooth the image to reduce the range of scales over which intensity changes take place [20] . The defocusing is also an isotropic filter as Gaussian filter to sharp image. Therefore, the change of edge location detected by Canny algorithm will be small after defocusing. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the blur edge is the edge of focus image, the red edge is the edge of defocus image simulated by geometrical optics with r=5 and white edge is the edge's overlaps of them. We can see that the number of edges located by edge detection operator decreases after defocusing, while the locations of edge change small. In order to count the location shift after defocusing, we give the shift pixels of each defocus edge pixel according to focus edge pixels, the shift pixels is calculated as
where d E denotes the pixel set of defocus image edges, E f denotes the pixel set of focus image edges and # denotes the number of pixels in a set. Fig. 3 shows the shift pixels under different defocusing model. Fig. 3(a) shows the shift pixels with an increasing r by geometrical optics and Fig. 3(b) shows the shift pixels with an increasing σ by Gaussian model. As illustrated in the figure, the shift pixels is less than 4, even though the defocus blur is serious.
According to smooth regions, those regions will be smoother after defocusing. However, the smooth regions is corrupted by noise, the smooth regions have the smallest variances in whether focus image or defocus image.
B. Image patch structure metric
According to human's judgement, a good restoration image should satisfy the follow criteria: 1) Restoration image should have sharper edges; 2) There is fewer ringing artifacts near edges; 3) There is less noise and fewer artifact in smooth regions. Therefore, we classify image patches of size N N × into edge patches whose centers are edge points, smooth patches and texture patches. Because the texture lost more information than edges and smooth regions after defocus, the restoration quality of texture is hard to judge whether good or bad without reference image and image priors. Thus, texture patches in restoration is not suitable used for quality assessment. In order to quality edges patches and smooth patches uniformly and combine those to yield an overall assessment reasonably, image patch structure metric Q is defined as 
where P denotes the pixel sets of image patch, ( , ) x y g g is the gradient of the image at point (x,y). And the eigenvalues satisfiy 1 v is orthogonal to the edge, if a patch is edge patch. Q is similar to image content metric [3] . However, 2 1 s can express the power of edge, which has the same physical significance as the smooth patches described as below. Therefore, we used 2 1 s instead of 1 s in Q. The edge in defocus image is uauslly a roof edge, as a example of a verical roof edge in Fig. 4 . The gray value of each point can be modeles as , Q is positively related to M and a. The roof edges in restoration image is closer to step edge, Q will be higher. Therefore, Q of edge patches can be used to judge the sharpness of defocus restoration. Linear space-invariant image restoration algorithms often introduce ringing near sharp edges, especially near the strong edges as shown in Fig. 5 (2), due to Gibbs phenomena from an inability of finite Fourier basis functions to model the kind of step signals that are commonly found in natural image. However, there isn't any ringing in focus image as shown in Fig. 5(1) . Therefore, the ringing effect will influence the visual effect heavily. The ringing has the following characteristics: 1) the distribution of ringing is always parallel to edge as shown in Fig 5(b) ; 2) the intensity of ringing is proportional to the gradient of edge; 3) the intensity of ringing is attenuated along orthogonal edge orientation as shown in Fig 5(c) . Therefore, the image patch structure metric of edge patches Q( , )
c c x y should be corrected. First, the image patch structure metric Q up and Q down of N N × patches whose centers' direction is orthogonal edge orientation and centers' distance is N as the two red boxes shown in Fig. 5(b) . The corrected Q of edge patch is defined as ( )/2
According to smooth patches, Q is very small in focus and defocus images. However, in restoration image, the Q will be high, if the noise introduced by restoration algorithms is heavy. That's because 2 1 s is proportional to variance of noise and Figure 5 . Sharp edge and restoration edge with ringing effect structure of smooth patches, resulting in high Q of smooth patches. As a result, Q of smooth patch can not only measure the variance of restoration noise but also measure the degree of artifacts.
C. Quality Assessment for Defocus Restoration
As a result of the ill-conditioned of defocus image restoration, the edges of restoration may be much different to focus image and the smooth region may have some disturbance. As mention above, the edge location in restoration will not change and smooth region will be smoother after defocusing. Therefore, the edge point and smooth region location of defocus image are used for quality assessment instead of the edge location and smooth region location of restoration image. The edge point set E of defocus image is acquired by Canny edge detection operator. Because of defocusing, texture region may be degenerated into smooth region. However, the smooth regions are still smoother than texture region. Therefore, the defocus image is divided into nonoverlapping patches of size N N × . The 5% patches with the smallest variances are most likely smooth patches. Those patches' center point set is denoted with S . The quality assessment for defocus restoration is modeled as an overall measure by Q of the N N × patches whose centers are in E and S :
where 0 α > and 0 β > are parameters used to adjust the relative importance. α is called restoration sharpness parameter which prefer the restoration with stronger edges, while β is called restoration noise parameter which prefer the restoration with less noise (artifact is consider as noise). , α β can be calibrated by another full-reference image quality assessment. In this paper, we set = =1 α β for considering that both sharpness and noise are important. The system diagram of the proposed no-reference restoration quality assessment for defocus image is shown in Fig.6 .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we first illustrate simulation experimental results for the proposed no-reference quality assessment M for defocus image. The most widely accepted and the popular full-reference image quality assessment SSIM is calculated for comparison. In the end, we restorate a defocus image using different defocuing models and caculate M for each restoration image to comparing with human judgement. 
A. Simulation experiments
First, we simulate three defocus images which are deblurred from two visible focused images and one infrared focused image using equation (1) by Geometrical optics, Physical optics and Gaussian model. The three sharp images used for simulation are captured from nature scene, building and people shown in Fig 7 and main parameters of simulation experiments are shown in Table 1 . In order to verity the universality of our no-reference restoration quality assessment, we use 3 different restoration method to restore defocus images. The Fig.8 illustrates the proposed quality assessment for restorations of defocus images under increasing parameters of different PSF models and comparison with SSIM. It is observed that our proposed noreference quality assessment has the similar behavior as SSIM for marking the restored defocus image under different PSF. Both of them can identify the best parameter (red dashed) of PSF used simulating defocus. SSIM nearly identify the real parameter for all simulation experiments, because the sharp reference images are given. Considering not using reference images, our restoration quality assessment cannot identify the real parameter, but errors are small. Otherwise, the no-reference restoration quality assessment is able to select optimal parameter for restoration. In order to test the quality assessment deeply, the simulated defocus images are restorated by different deconvolution algorithms with accurate defocus PSF. Our image quality assessment and SSIM are used to score each restoration as shown in Fig. 9 . It is observed that the BM3DDEB [21] is the best method for restoration, under our restoration quality assessment and SSIM.
B. Real defocus image
The most important application of the no-reference restoration quality assessment is optimal model and parameter selection for restoration automatically. The image in Fig.10 (a) is a defocus infrared image. The no-reference restoration quality assessment M is used to select optimal parameters in each defocus model firstly. Then under each defocus model, an optimal restoration image can be obtained which is shown in Fig 10 (b, c, d) . Their restoration quality assessment is 6.4 . From the restoration images, it can be also seen that the restoration image using the PSF under the physical optics own sharper edges and less ringing artifact. The restored result of the Gaussian model also can be accepted, but the result of the geometrical optics has strong ringing around sharp edges. According to restoration for defocus infrared image, the PSF under the physical optics is the best selection.
V. CONCLUSIONE
In this paper, we proposed a non-reference quality assessment for defocus restoration by finding the invariant edge points and center points of smooth regions in defocus image. Those points are used to form patches of restoration image in order to judge the local restoration quality. The experimental result shown that the quality assessment for defocus restoration has similar behaving as SSIM to restoration image. Otherwise the quality assessment can be used to solve the parameter optimization problem of defocus model.
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